
Introduction

The bile acid salts are a vital class of biological
surfactants, as they are directly linked to the mechanism
of emulsification and absorption of lipids in the human
digestive tract [1, 2]. They act in the body mixed with
cholesterol and lecithin in the form of mixed micelles.
The three components form the complex biological
mixture known as bile, in which various types of self-
assembled aggregates (micelles and vesicles) have been

imaged by microscopy techniques [3]. The bile salts are
also believed to have a central role in the process of
excretion of cholesterol and lecithin from the body. In
connection with the molecular understanding of these
processes, several studies have been performed on the
aqueous phase behavior of mixtures of bile salts with
lecithin [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], with lecithin and cholesterol [9] and
with monoglycerides [10]. In particular, in dilute systems
the structural characterization of the disintegration
process of phospholipid vesicles upon addition of bile
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Abstract The phase behavior and
aggregate structure of the didode-
cyldimethylammonium bromide
(DDAB)–sodium taurodeoxycho-
late–water mixed surfactant system
have been investigated in the dilute
(above 95 wt% water) cationic-rich
area, at 25 �C. A combination of
techniques has been used, including
polarizing and video-enhanced light
microscopy, cryogenic transmission
electron microscopy and water self-
diffusion NMR. Between the dilute
lamellar phase (»4–30 wt% DDAB)
and the very narrow isotropic solu-
tion (below 0.5 wt% DDAB), the
lamellar dispersions formed by
DDAB contain different types of
vesicle structures (vesicles, microtu-
bules and multilamellar structures).
On addition of bile salt to the
DDAB dispersions, strong electro-
static headgroup interactions and
geometric packing effects (owing to
the unusual molecular structure of

the anionic surfactant) are present.
The vesicle aggregates, however, are
able to incorporate an amount of
bile salt up to roughly 20 mol%.
Further addition induces a macro-
scopic phase separation, with the
formation of a strong white disper-
sion. The light and electron micro-
graphs show that the vesicles are
spherical and integral, undergoing
an increase in size when the bile salt
concentration is varied between 0
and 10 mol%. At higher bile salt
concentration, smaller vesicles,
tubular structures and submicron-
sized dispersion droplets are
observed. Water self-diffusion NMR
measurements give further informa-
tion regarding vesicle size and poly-
dispersity.
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salts has received continuous attention in connection to
its biological relevance [5, 7, 8, 11, 12].

Studies on mixed systems of bile salts with nonnat-
ural surfactants have also been reported, in particular
with some single-chained surfactants, both at high and
low total amphiphile concentrations [13, 14]; however,
the interactions between a bile salt and an oppositely
charged double-chained amphiphile have not been
addressed to the same extent. These mixed systems
composed of cationic and anionic surfactants have
been generally termed catanionic mixtures and their
properties have been extensively investigated for de-
cades [15, 16, 17, 18]. In recent years particular
emphasis has been given to phase behavior properties
in dilute [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and concentrated
systems [26, 27, 28]. In this work, the phase behavior
and aggregate structure for the sodium taurodeoxych-
olate (STDC)–didodecyldimethylammonium bromide
(DDAB) system, in the dilute DDAB-rich area, is
presented. This region is dominated by relatively
complex equilibria between different bilayer aggregates.
The DDAB molecule has low solubility in water and its
packing parameter, close to unity, dictates a preference
to assemble into bilayer-based structures. At room
temperature, DDAB in water displays the formation of
two lamellar liquid-crystalline phases [29, 30, 31, 32],
with an upper critical point, and, at high dilution,
complex equilibria involving giant multilamellar vesi-
cles (onions) and smaller unilamellar and bilamellar
vesicles [25, 33, 34, 35, 36].

The DDAB–bile salt catanionic pair investigated
here has clear similarity with the lecithin–bile salt pair,
which has been extensively investigated. Both the
phospholipid and DDAB are vesicle- and lamellar-
forming amphiphiles; however, the presence of the
headgroup electrostatic interactions and salt (NaBr) in
the catanionic system brings a new complexity to the
phase equilibria and aggregation processes. Previously,
the phase behavior and aggregation phenomena were
studied for the same catanionic pair, in the bile salt rich
area [37]. It was reported that the system displays
coacervation instead of precipitation at equimolarity,
consisting of a viscous isotropic solution in equilibrium
with a very dilute solution. In the water-rich part of the
phase diagram, a peculiar type of phase separation
occurs, involving the formation of very fine bluish
dispersions where large micellar-like domains were
imaged by electron microscopy. As discussed later, a
similar type of fine dispersions occurs on the DDAB-
rich side; however, the region close to the binary
DDAB–water axis is clearly dominated by bilayer
aggregates which are capable of accommodating the
bile salt in their structure up to roughly a 4:1
DDAB:STDC molecular ratio.

Experimental

Materials

STDC, 0.5 mol H2O/mol, more than 97% in purity, was purchased
from Sigma and was used without further purification. DDAB of
high purity was obtained from Tokyo Kasei. STDC is the sodium
salt of 3a, 12a-dihydroxy-5b-taurocholan-24-oic acid. The molec-
ular structure for the two amphiphiles has been shown in a previous
report. We only note here that the two OH groups in the nonplanar
steroid ring point to the same side of the ring, in a way that the
latter has both a polar and an apolar face.

Sample preparation and phase diagrams

The samples were prepared by weighing directly the two surfactant
solids into glass vials and thoroughly mixing them in water end-
over-end for at least 24 h. The composition of samples is given by
weight percent or molar concentration and the mixing ratio of the
surfactants is expressed by the molar fraction of bile salt in the
mixture, XSTDC¼ nSTDC/(nSTDC + nDDAB), where ni is the number
of moles of component i in the sample.

After proper mixing, the samples were inspected over the course
of several weeks until equilibration was ascertained. Preliminary
studies of the phase behavior involved the observation of samples
between crossed polarizers in order to check for birefringence.
Further assignment of the phase behavior was done on the basis of
combined data supplied by polarizing microscopy, cryogenic
transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) and self-diffusion
NMR. The uncertainty of the phase boundaries in Fig. 1a is better
than ±0.2 wt%.

Polarized light microscopy

An Axioplan universal polarizing light microscope (Carl Zeiss),
equipped with a high-sensitive SIT C video-camera system and
Argus-20 image processor (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan), was
used. In a light microscope equipped with differential interference
contrast (DIC) lenses and a television camera connected to the
microscope, both contrast and resolution can be improved in what
is termed DIC video-enhanced microscopy.This technique is very
suitable to detect the presence of micron-sized bilayer structures
(e.g. vesicles and microtubules) under normal light. Also, lamellar
dispersions containing large multilamellar vesicles (onions) show
domains with a characteristic Maltese cross pattern under polarized
light [38].

Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy

This technique is a particularly suitable technique for the direct
visualization of surfactant aggregates ranging in size from about 5–10
nm to 1 lm. Vitrified samples were prepared, transferred and
imaged according to the usual procedure, described in previous
works [24, 25, 37]. A Philips CM120 Bio-Twin microscope was
used, especially designed for handling cryogenic samples. This
microscope was equipped with a lens system giving maximum
contrast and high resolution (3.4 Å), allowing the digital acquisi-
tion of images.

Pulsed-field-gradient NMR self-diffusion

The pulsed-field-gradient (PFG) technique for measuring self-
diffusion coefficients is a powerful technique for structural and
dynamic studies in surfactant systems [39, 40]. The method is based
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on a combination of radio frequency (RF) pulses and magnetic
field gradient pulses [41, 42]. The typical PFG sequence is based on
the Hahn spin-echo and it consists of two RF pulses, a 90� and a
180� pulse, and two gradient pulses placed on either side of the 180�
RF pulse, with a given time duration and magnitude. The diffusion
coefficient is determined by measuring the intensity decay of a

Fourier transform starting at the center of the echo – the echo
attenuation – as a function of either the duration or the magnitude
of the gradient pulse. The attenuation of the spin echo results from
the dephasing of the nuclear spins owing both to translational
motion of the molecule and to the imposition of the gradient pulse.
The measurements were done using a Bruker DMX200 spectro-
meter, operating at a 1H resonance frequency of 200 MHz, with a
gradient probe providing a maximum field gradient of 9 T/m. For
the monitoring of the water self-diffusion the basic Hahn echo
pulse sequence was used. A detailed description of these pulse
sequences can be found in specialist reviews [40, 41] or in previous
work by us [24].

Results and discussion

Phase behavior in the dilute region (DDAB < 3 wt%)

The isothermal phase behavior of the DDAB–STDC–
water system can be approximately depicted in a
conventional triangular phase diagram, with composi-
tions on a weight percent basis. The DDAB-rich area of
the water apex of this triangular phase diagram is shown
in Fig. 1a (from combined light microscopy and cryo-
TEM observations, and water self-diffusion NMR mea-
surements, at 25 �C). Also another phase diagram
(Fig. 1b) is shown in more detail, for molar concentra-
tions for the very dilute region of the mixture. This phase
diagram results from the observation of samples mixed
by volume from carefully homogenized dispersions of
DDAB and equimolar bile salt micellar solutions to yield
a constant total surfactant concentration (in Fig. 1b the
series at ct¼ 20 mM is shown).

Prior to the description of the phase behavior, it is
appropriate to briefly review the aggregation behavior of
DDAB itself in water. The very dilute region of the
DDAB–water binary system is very rich in terms of the
variety of self-assembled bilayer aggregates [31, 33, 34,
35, 36, 43]. The surfactant forms a bluish isotropic
solution until at about 0.15 wt% (»3.2 mM) at 25 �C,
where unilamellar vesicles are present (there is also NMR
self-diffusion evidence for small micelles [25]). The dilute
lamellar phase, D1, which forms between 3 and 30 wt%
DDAB, displays an intense birefringence under polarized
light. This phase is built up of micron-sized multilamellar
vesicles which occupy all the available volume [34, 35,
44]. In the polarizing light microscope, typical Maltese
cross patterns appear in a dark background, indicating
the presence of the onion structures [45]. In the
intermediate range, 0.15–3 wt% DDAB, the appropriate
two-phase region is present, containing the isotropic
solution and the lamellar phase D1. For concentrations
between 0.15 and 1.5 wt%, this biphasic region shows
itself macroscopically as a bluish pseudo-homogeneous
dispersion, commonly designated as a lamellar disper-
sion. Large unilamellar and bilamellar vesicles with sizes
ranging roughly from 100 to 1,000 nm are present here.
When left to stand undisturbed for days, the dispersions

Fig. 1a, b Phase behavior for the dilute region of the didodecyl-
dimethylammonium bromide (DDAB)–sodium taurodeoxycholate
(STDC)–water system, at 25 �C. a The water apex of the triangular
phase diagram (composition on a weight percent basis). b Detailed
phase map for the very dilute region obtained from the titration of
homogenized dispersions of DDAB and micellar solutions of STDC;
the series at constant total surfactant concentration ct¼ 20 mM is
shown. The full straight line indicates an equimolar composition
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develop an upper layer containing flocs of giant onions.
For the range 1.5–3 wt%, the biphasic region is a very
stable dispersion of lamellar (D1) ‘‘domains’’ (onions) in
the ‘‘excess water’’ phase, a dilute solution containing
microtubules and bilamellar vesicles (100–200 nm).

It is shown in Fig. 1 that upon addition of STDC,
three distinct regions occur:

1. A bluish dispersion region.
2. A white dispersion region.
3. A two-phase region, with two colorless liquids in

coexistence.

The bluish dispersions, present in the DDAB–water
system, are able to incorporate an amount of bile salt
corresponding roughly to XSTDC¼ 0.20. These bluish
samples look macroscopically homogeneous and are flow
birefringent, showing a gradual loss of birefringence as
the bile salt concentration increases. The region for
XSTDC¼ 0.20–0.45 is entirely different in nature: a white
milky-type dispersion is formed, looking very similar to
an emulsion. Inside this region, for XSTDC¼ 0.38–0.45, it
is even possible to see small droplets inside the white
dispersion with the naked eye. Finally, the region very
close to equimolarity, XSTDC¼ 0.45–0.5, is dominated by
a coacervate: two colorless liquids are in equilibrium,
with the upper one being very viscous. In the bile salt rich
area (Fig. 1b) a white milklike dispersion is also formed,
between XSTDC¼ 0.55 and 0.75, and for XSTDC > 0.75
the mixed micellar solution (L1) is present, as reported in
previous work [37].

Light microscopy and cryo-TEM observations

A representative series of samples in regions 1and 2, at
constant ct¼ cDDAB + cSTDC¼ 20 mM, was observed

by video-enhanced light microscopy at 25 �C. For all
samples in the range XSTDC¼ 0–0.18, very large round
vesicles in Brownian motion can be seen in the micro-
scope, with size ranges varying between 1 and 40 lm.
This type of structure is illustrated at XSTDC¼ 0.10 in
Fig. 2a. The vesicles observed are in the range 1–10 lm,
displaying low contrast with the medium, and the overall
vesicle fraction seems to be fairly high. The evolution of
size upon STDC addition is unclear from the microscopy
observations, since the samples are highly concentrated
and fairly polydisperse. Ultimately, the bluish dispersion
at XSTDC¼ 0.20 (Fig. 2b) shows much smaller particles
than the ones seen for the dispersions in Fig. 2a. The
particles are seen in constant Brownian motion. They
appear as spheroidal particles not larger than 2 lm and
are much less polydisperse than the vesicle aggregates
shown in Fig. 2a. The particles which are out of the focus
plane are shown as dark spots in Fig. 2a and they appear
to consist of small droplets of a phase dispersed in the
continuous phase.

When further bile salt is added, small liquid droplets
dispersed in a bulk liquid are imaged. This effect can be
seen in Fig. 2c, at XSTDC¼ 0.35. Similar images are
obtained for other samples pertaining to the region where
white milky dispersions occur. The droplets are fairly
monodisperse (roughly 0.8–2 lm in diameter) and their
concentration increases as XSTDC increases toward
equimolarity. For this composition, small crystallites
could also be seen in the microscope (cf. large particle in
the right-hand lower area of Fig. 2c), an observation that
may indicate a slight rise in the Krafft temperature of the
system, at higher amounts of bile salt. The coacervate
consisting of L1 domains dispersed in L and formed
around equimolarity also shows droplets in Brownian
motion (Fig. 2d). It is likely that the nature of the milky
dispersion is similar to the coacervate, except that for the

Fig. 2 Light micrographs for
samples at constant total surfactant
concentration ct¼ 20 mM and
increasing amount of bile salt:
a 0.10; b 0.20; c 0.35; d 0.50.
Bar¼ 10 lm
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latter there is a macroscopic phase separation between L
and L1, while in the former a fine dispersion is formed.

The characterization of the size and structure of the
vesicles occurring in the bluish turbid samples was
further carried out by cryo-TEM imaging, which probes
optimally particle sizes between 10 and 500 nm. Again
the presence of round, integral vesicle structures was
confirmed, as illustrated by the micrographs in Fig. 3 for
samples at ct¼ 20 mM and XSTDC¼ 0.025, 0.10 and 0.15,
respectively. At 2.5 mol%, large unilamellar vesicles,
with size ranges varying from 100 to 600 nm are seen
throughout the sample (Fig. 3a). The majority of vesicles
are in the range 200–500 nm. With increasing concen-
tration of STDC, at 10 mol%, some differences are
apparent (Fig. 3b). First, the average size seems to have
shifted somewhat to larger size, since most of the vesicles
observed are in the range 400–700 nm; only a few vesicle
below 400 nm are observed. Moreover, besides round
vesicles other structures are observed; in particular it is
possible to see long tubular bilayers linking different
vesicular structures (marked i in Fig. 3b). The aggregate
marked with ii is quite interesting, as it consists of an
almost polyhedral vesicle with four long tubular ‘‘arms’’
possibly connecting other vesicular aggregates. This type
of structure has not been seen before in neat DDAB
solutions and dispersions and is clearly a structural effect
resulting from the presence of the bile salt in the bilayer
assembly. The aggregates seen in cryo-TEM at 15 mol%
STDC are shown in Fig. 3c. Here, one sees that the
majority of vesicles are relatively small (20–200 nm) with
a few large ones (up to 600 nm). In addition it is striking
to observe the occurrence of small spheroidal aggregates,
which appear as darks spots, indicating a high and
uniform mass thickness contrast. These particles have
sizes of the order of 10–80 nm, with the majority in the
range 10–40 nm. It is evident that they are too large to be
micellar aggregates; they probably consist of nanosized
droplets, which at higher XSTDC become large enough
and thus visible in the light microscope.

Effect of bile salt on the dilute lamellar phase

A light microscopy study of more concentrated samples
in the dilute region was also carried out, with the goal of
probing the effect of bile salt on the structure and
stability of the bilayer aggregates. The types of struc-
tures imaged in the polarizing microscope when bile salt
is added to the DI lamellar phase, at 10 wt% DDAB, are
shown in Fig. 4. At 0.5 wt% STDC, the large vesicular
structures are still present in the biphasic lamellar
dispersion as can be seen from the birefringent spheru-
lites (Maltese crosses) in Fig. 4a. This optical effect
arises when multilamellar vesicles (onions) in a disper-
sion are submitted to polarized light. However, at 1.0
wt% STDC (XSTDC¼ 0.08), the structures present are

Fig. 3 Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy imaging of the
bluish dispersions at total surfactant concentration ct¼ 20 mM:
a XSTDC¼ 0.025; b XSTDC¼ 0.10; c XSTDC¼ 0.15
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very different. Long tubular structures are seen, looking
very similar to fibers. The fiberlike aggregates are the
dominant structures but it is possible to see also areas
where vesicles have coalesced into big clusters, indicat-
ing the decreased colloidal stability of the bilayer
aggregates (a salt-type effect). The dominant fibers bear
some structural resemblance both to the microtubules
imaged by cryo-TEM in Fig. 3b and to the long rodlike
structures formed by the bile salt in water at high
concentrations, as imaged by light microscopy in recent
work [46].

Water self-diffusion NMR

In order to complement the microscopy results, water
self-diffusion measurements were performed for a series
of samples at constant total surfactant concentration,
ct¼ 20 and 10 mM, and increasing values ofXSTDC in the
range 0–20 (Fig. 5a, b, respectively). The profiles of the
water 1H echo decay for the vesicular dispersions seen in
Fig. 5 are very similar to those which have been
previously reported for catanionic DDAB–sodium dode-
cyl sulfate (SDS) vesicles (both cationic- and anionic-rich
vesicles) [24, 25]. A more detailed discussion of the
theoretical aspects behind these experimental results for
the solvent self-diffusion can be found in these latter
reports.

Instead of a single linear decay, typical for free,
unrestricted diffusion, a fast- and a slow-diffusing
component are simultaneously observed in Fig. 5a and
b. The slow component is nonmonoexponential and its
fraction is very small (less than 1%). Its profile represents
a rather intricate convolution between size polydispersity
and restricted diffusion and, as such, fitting procedures
have not yielded meaningful data; however, they do
allow a qualitative discussion. This slow component has
been assigned to the presence of very large vesicular
structures [24, 25, 47]. Large vesicles show a long
residence time, sres, for water and if sres is longer than

Fig. 4 The effect of the bile salt on the DDAB dilute lamellar phase,
as imaged in the polarizing light microscope: a 10 wt% DDAB,
0.5 wt% STDC; b 10 wt% DDAB, 1.0 wt% STDC

Fig. 5 Water NMR self-diffusion measurements for the DDAB–
STCD bluish dispersions at 25 �C. The profile of the 1H echo decays
as a function of XSDTC, for a timescale D¼ 100 ms is shown a for
ct¼ 10 mM and b for ct¼ 20 mM. The straight lines shown are
monoexponential fits for the echo decay, (free diffusion)
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the time scale of the NMR experiment, D, the entrapment
effect is captured in the NMR diffusion experiment. So,
within the experimental timescale used (100 ms), the
water inside these large vesicles feels entrapment and is
under restricted diffusion, meaning that the echo profile
is dependent on D. For D=100 ms, a typical root-mean-
square displacement for water is of the order of 10 lm;
the occurrence of a slow-diffusing component implies
that there is a detectable fraction of vesicles with sizes
above this value. The previous light microscopy obser-
vations confirm this observation.

All the samples in Fig. 5 show a complex decay, except
at XSTDC¼ 0.18 and 0.20, where single-exponential
decays are observed (fitted straight lines). These simple
decays indicate a situation of common free diffusion for
water, consistent with the presence of small particles for
such samples (as shown in Fig. 2b). If the particles
consist of droplets then this result implies that water is in
fast exchange between the two coexisting phases in the
dispersion, i.e. on the experimental time scale chosen; no
restricted diffusion is observed for the water molecules
inside the droplets. It is also apparent in Fig. 5 that the
fraction of the slow component decreases gradually upon
increasing XSTDC. In Fig. 5b, from 0 to 0.10 and from
0.10 to 0.15, the decrease is roughly of 1 order of
magnitude and is thus rather significant. Bearing in mind
that the slow-diffusing component has been traced to
very large vesicular structures (in slow exchange), a
decrease in its fraction is simply assigned to a decrease in
the amount of water in restricted diffusion inside the
vesicles. If the vesicles grow between XSTDC¼ 0 and 0.10,
it is likely that the increase is high enough that some of
the vesicles change from a situation of restricted to free
diffusion for the entrapped water – thus their fraction no
longer contributes to the slow-diffusing component.

If the slow-diffusing component is discarded, on
account of its very small fraction, the fast-diffusing
component, Dfast, divided by the neat water coefficient
D0 (D/Do is the reduced coefficient), can be meaningfully
plotted as a function of XSTDC (Fig. 6). It is interesting to
note that D/D0 varies in a nonmonotonic fashion with
increasing bile salt concentration, both at 10 and at
20 mM. The initial decrease in D/D0 indicates a higher
obstructing effect for the water molecules, an observation
which is in agreement with the apparent increase in size
detected by cryo-TEM. The subsequent increase in D/D0,
as XSTDC increases from 0.10 to 0.15, may reflect the fact
that aggregates other than vesicles are present, having a
lower obstructing volume. Indeed the small particles seen
by cryo-TEM (Fig. 3c) are consistent with this effect.
Further analysis of the D/D0 values can yield a rough
estimation of the size of the vesicles. Assuming that the
vesicles behave as relatively large, monodisperse, hard
spheres and that a situation of fast exchange is present,
the vesicle volume fraction, Fves, is obtained from D/D0

through

Uves ¼ 2ð1 � D=D0Þ=ð2 þ D=D0Þ ð1Þ
and an estimation of the vesicle radius can then be
obtained through

Rves ¼ 6Uves=NActas ; ð2Þ
where NA is the Avogadro number, ct is the total
surfactant molar concentration and as is the average
surfactant headgroup area. An estimation of the vesicle
volume fraction and radius is given in Table 1, for
samples at ct¼ 20 mM and XSTDC¼ 0–0.10 (where only
vesicles were imaged by microscopy methods). For the
neat DDAB dispersion, a value of as¼ 65 Å2 was used
[48], whereas for the mixtures as » 67 Å2 was employed.
The latter value assumes that

1. The bile salt molecule is in the mixed bilayer with a
position normal to the polar–apolar interface (instead
of the parallel).

2. The molecule occupies at most a cross-sectional area
of 113 Å2 (determined by the cross-sectional area of
the ring system [2]).

Fig. 6 The reduced diffusion coefficient of water, D/D0, where D is
observed self-diffusion coefficient and D0 is the self-diffusion
coefficient for neat water at 25 �C, as a function of XSTDC, for series
at ct¼ 10 mM and ct¼ 20 mM

Table 1 Estimated vesicle volume fraction and vesicle radius from
the reduced water self-diffusion coefficients for didodecyldimethy-
lammonium bromide–sodium taurodeoxycholate (STDC) bluish
dispersions at ct = 20 mM, 25 �C

XSTDC D/D0 Fves Rves (nm)

0 0.58 0.32 247
0.013 0.55 0.36 266
0.025 0.51 0.39 291
0.050 0.50 0.40 297
0.100 0.46 0.44 326
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3. The resulting effect on the average as is a balance
between the presence of the bulkier STDC molecule in
the bilayer (on a molecular ratio determined by
XSTDC) and the DDAB–bile salt headgroup attrac-
tions.

In view of the number of assumptions made (some of
which are relatively crude) the values are to be taken on a
semiquantitative basis. The high volume fractions of the
vesicles in Table 1 (0.3–0.4) are nevertheless fairly
consistent with the high concentration of the vesicles
imaged by light microscopy and the turbidity of the
samples. The magnitude and the increase of the average
vesicle diameter from roughly 500 to 600 nm, with
increasing bile salt content, are also in agreement with
the observations done by cryo-TEM.

Comparison with other mixed systems

Cryo-TEM and light microscopy have shown that
DDAB vesicles, in the dilute region (less than 1 wt%
DDAB), are able to incorporate a maximum amount of
bile salt of about 20 mol%. The mixed DDAB–bile salt
vesicles are spherical, large and unilamellar, and their
dispersions present a long-term stability that may
indicate the presence of true equilibrium structures, at
least for some compositions of the mixture. Thermody-
namic stability, rather than the more common kinetic
one usually observed for lipid vesicles, has been verified
in other catanionic vesicles [19, 20, 21, 24, 25]. The
increase in vesicle size as the bile salt is incorporated in
the bilayer, up to some concentration, is probably an
effect just due to the partial charge neutralization of the
bilayer (inducing a lower mean curvature) by the anionic
surfactant. This effect can be considered as nonspecific,
since, for example, in the DDAB–SDS system a similar
effect was reported [25]. However, the rigid ring-based
structure of the bile salt with its OH groups seems to
bring some peculiar features of aggregation, such as the
formation of long tubular structures, which clearly
deserve further investigation.

The type of effects observed in this catanionic system,
upon bile salt addition, show some differences from those

observed for the phospholipid–bile salt systems. We note
that the studies on the latter systems are aimed, in
general, at the disintegration process of lipid vesicles by
bile salts, implying that some of the structures observed
might only be metastable and are not the true equilib-
rium ones. It has been shown that when added in
subequimolar amounts, sodium cholate causes an in-
crease in the size of the small unilamellar lecithin vesicles
(prepared by sonication) and an opening of the vesicles
[5]. Closer to equimolar ratios, there is the formation of
bilayer patches, followed by mixed cylindrical micelles
(roughly at equimolarity) and, eventually, small globular
micelles. In the DDAB–STDC system, phase separation
(formation of fine dispersions) occurs instead and well
before the equimolar ratio (XSTDC>0.20), indicating
how the much stronger associative behavior (than in the
lipid–bile salt case) brings about a significant change of
the phase behavior.

Conclusion

The phase behavior for the very dilute DDAB-rich area
of the DDAB–STDC–water system has been investi-
gated at 25 �C, denoting the occurrence of bluish
bilayer dispersions, whitish fine dispersions and a
clear liquid two-phase region in the close vicinity of
equimolar compositions. The vesicular dispersions
formed by the double-chained amphiphile alone in
water are able to incorporate some bile salt (roughly
20 mol%), showing large, integral and polydisperse
unilamellar vesicles, 100 nm to several microns in size.
Cryo-TEM and self-diffusion results indicate that the
average aggregate size increases with the concentration
of bile salt on the membrane, corresponding approxi-
mately to 10 mol% at ct¼ 20 mM. The formation of
long tubular structures connecting vesicles and small
spheroidal dropletlike aggregates has also been imaged
by microscopy.
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